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In genealogy it can be useful to change the “lens” we use to view our research. One 
way to do this is to take a step back from all the minute details we know about our 
ancestors and simply look at the big picture. Recently, I tried to do this by making a 
list of my 16 two-times great grandparents, with their birth and death dates and 
places. Here they are.  
(The < symbol means that the couples’ children married each 
other): 

John Parrish McGinitie 1813 Pennsylvania-1886 Iowa 
Marilla Baird Hamilton 1818 Pennsylvania-1901 Iowa 
< 
Edward Long McElhany 1819 Ohio-1888 Iowa 
Amanda Dunlap 1822 Ohio-1852 Iowa 

Lindley Marsevan Murray 1819 New York-1901 Minnesota 
Elizabeth Margaret Green 1821 New York-1872 Wisconsin 
< 
Peter Joseph Kurz 1820 Germany-1898 Wisconsin 
Katherina Bibelhausen 1835 Germany-1915 Wisconsin 

William Wylie Kilpatrick 1830 Scotland-1918 Arkansas 
Sara Jane Farlin 1840 Michigan-1878 Michigan 
< 
William Robbins Squires 1842 New York-1891 Washington 
Mary Jane Sherman 1839 New York-1913 Washington 

Wilber Harvey Hunt 1842 Ohio-1873 Ohio 
Laura Frances Sullivan 1844 Ohio-1863 Ohio 
< 
Elisha Clark Luce 1836 Massachusetts-1909 Ohio 
Louise Arrowsmith Compton 1839 Ohio-1912 Ohio 

Then I looked for patterns. You can tell a lot from names, dates, and places. 

For example, from the names alone you can tell pretty well what their national origins 
were. MacGinitie and Hamilton—Scots-Irish; McElhany—Scottish; Dunlap—Irish; Murray



—Scottish; Green—English; Kurz and Bibelhausen—German; Kilpatrick—Scottish; Farlin
—probably Irish; Hunt—probably English; Sullivan—probably Irish; Squires and 
Sherman—probably English; Luce—English or French; Compton—probably English 

If you start with people who lived back this far, (early 1800s), the ancestors of these 
people were generally of the same national origin as they were. So, basically I am 
5/16 (31%) Scottish or Scots-Irish, 3/16 (19%) Irish, 2/16 (12%) German, 6/16 (37%) 
English. There is a smidgen of New Amsterdam Dutch in the Compton line, and a 
smidgen of Palatine German in the Murray line. In comparing this to the Ancestry 
DNA ethnic origin results, I could see that Ancestry’s new ethnicity estimates are a lot 
better than the previous ones which had a lot less Scottish and Irish, and a lot more 
western European. 

What can you tell from the locations? For the most part, the death locations indicate 
they had moved west across the United States. 

What can you tell from the dates? Going back five generations took me to people 
who were born between 1813 and1844. During this time, women generally bore 
children every 2 years from age 20 to age 44. Families were large. 

In our families with people of this generation (my “sixteen”), who were born at the 
beginning of the range (1813-1819), I descend from younger children in the family 
(John Maurice McGinitie was his parents’ 6th child born when his mother was 32. His 
son George Eber (my grandfather) was his parents’ 6th child, born when his mother 
was 37. Lindley Byron Murray was his parents’ 4th child, born when his mother was 26. 
His daughter Nettie Lorene (my grandmother) was her parents’ 5th child, born when 
her mother was 39.) 

In our families where the “sixteens” were born at the end of the range, (1840-1842), 
we descend from older children in the family. (Charles Colman Hunt was his parents’ 
first child, born when his mother was 24. His daughter, Louise (my grandmother) was 
her parents’ first child, born when her mother, Maud Luce, was 30. Olive Ada Squires 
was her parents’ first child, born when her mother was 32. Her son, William Kilpatrick 
(my grandfather) was his mother’s 2nd child, born when his mother was 23.) 

What about the outliers, whose dates are more unusual? Are there explanations for 
those differences? Do you notice how old Mary Jane Sherman was when her first 
child, daughter Olive was born? She was 30! What was the story there? Mary Jane 
Sherman was a highly educated woman, who was principal of a school in 



upstate New York. In the 1870 census, she was even listed as the head of the 
household above her husband, who was a teacher! They did not marry until she was 
almost 31, “old” for a first time bride in those days. I have to admire her husband, 
William Robbins Squires, who fell in love with such a standout ambitious woman, and 
was willing to be on an equal footing (or even lower) with her.  

What about how old Maud Luce was when her first child was born—again, age 30! She 
was also a highly educated woman, a graduate of Smith College, who taught high 
school Latin and Greek. She had a few years of career before marrying Charles Hunt. 
In their case they also had to wait for the economic panic of 1893 to run its course so 
Charles could get a job (as a banker) before they married in April of 1894. (There 
have been 2 economic downturns recently in the U.S., the “dot.com” technology 
bubble (2000), and the housing bubble (2008). The panic of 1893 that put their 
marriage plans on hold was a railroad bubble.) Educated women in our family do 
seem to marry later than average. 

Now, do you notice some people among the sixteen ancestors who died relatively 
young? Laura Frances Sullivan stands out. She died at age 19, of tuberculosis, 6th 
months after the birth of her only child, Charles Colman Hunt. All of her siblings 
except one had TB too, and died before the age of 32. One sister managed to have 2 
children before she died, the rest didn’t even live to marry. Their oldest brother, 
Melville Colman Sullivan, must have left their childhood home in Dayton, Ohio, before 
the disease invaded it. Or, he just lucked out. He lived to be 86. 

Amanda Dunlap was another ancestor who died young, at age 29. She had a difficult 
time bearing children, having 4 children who died in infancy before succeeding in 
producing a healthy baby, our ancestor, Laura Ella McElhany. Amanda died 4 months 
later. Childbirth was risky. 

What happened to the children of these two deceased mothers? Both motherless 
children, Charles Hunt and Laura Ella McElhany, were raised by their maternal 
grandparents. Charles’ father had died when Charles was six, and Laura Ella’s father 
remarried a 2nd wife, moved, and started a new family, leaving his daughter behind. 

I also wonder about Sara Jane Farlin, who died at age 38, almost exactly 2 years after 
her daughter, Jennie Kilpatrick, (our ancestor’s sister) was born. The timing seems to 
suggest that Sara Jane may have died in childbirth, and the baby didn’t make it either. 
In this case the father also married again (5 more times!), but the 4 children from the 
first marriage stayed with the father and his new wives. 



It was mainly the people who died relatively young whose birth and death locations 
did not show much of a migration trail. 

I am fascinated by the way names and dates can indicate stories. Yes, even the big 
picture points to the stories. 

My husband’s “sixteen” show a very different pattern. Half of his family immigrated in 
the late 19th century from Scandinavia, and the other half was born on and stayed on 
the East Coast. 

Now, when I encounter “new” ancestors, I look at the names and dates more carefully, 
using them as clues about their life histories, which suggests avenues of research to 
follow. What does your family’s big picture look like?


